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Abstract—Service-Oriented Architectures address the development of distributed and dynamic service-based applications. Due to the dynamics of their environments, services should be self-adaptable in order to maintain agreed resource-level qualities. To support building such services, this work proposes the Self-Adaptable Service Execution Manager (SASEM), responsible for monitoring and controlling the service execution on grid resources in order to prevent SLA violations. SASEM builds on the Dynaco adaptation model and on an enhanced grid monitoring and actuation system, implemented using the XtreamOS grid operating system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) [7] enables the development of enterprise applications by flexibly integrating services available across diverse networks and devices. Due to the intrinsic dynamism of their operating environment, service-based applications must be able to dynamically detect and react to unforeseen changes. Dynamic adaptation techniques are thus necessary in order to ensure that the applications are operating properly. Most current approaches [9] for dynamic adaptation in SOC focus on modifying service compositions, treating individual services as black-boxes. We focus instead on ensuring the correct operation of individual, complex services running over heterogeneous dynamic environments, such as Grids. Grid computing [5] proposes a distributed infrastructure that addresses large-scale sharing of heterogeneous and low-cost resources, aiming at supporting high performance computing and storing huge amounts of data. Thereby, grids present themselves as a worthwhile basis capable of providing a dependable and effective support for service execution.

We aim at ensuring quality-compliant service execution grids. In order to address this problem, we rely on the Dynaco [2] component adaptation model by providing self-adaptable support for service execution. As the underlying service infrastructure, we leverage the XtreamOS [11] grid platform. This paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses Grid Computing and presents XtreamOS. In Section III, we propose the design of a Self-Adaptable Service Execution Manager (SASEM) followed by its prototype implementation. Ultimately, we discuss related approaches and we conclude in Section IV.

II. THE XTREEMOS GRID OPERATING SYSTEM

Grid computing [5] proposes a standardized way of sharing distributed computing resources in order to better take advantage of their computational capabilities. It provides an infrastructure that enables the exploitation of the computation power of low-cost and heterogeneous resources for providing high performance processing in a transparent fashion. Grid capabilities may be provided by middleware platforms, such as the Globus Toolkit (version 4) [6], or by operating systems, such as the XtreamOS grid operating system [4]. Thanks to its kernel module implementations, XtreamOS transparently addresses hardware heterogeneity and data storage. Its native support for VO management provides safe and flexible control of grid resources, while its application interface (XOSAGA) supports a simple grid usage. Furthermore, the XtreamOS Virtual Node feature supports replicating services to improve reliability.

III. A SELF-ADAPTABLE SERVICE EXECUTION MANAGER

Our goal is to ensure quality-compliant service execution, that is, for qualities that depend on the infrastructure on which an atomic service runs\(^1\). Resource-level qualities are usually specified in Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) with high-level terms, such as request response time and throughput. Therefore, it is necessary to firstly translate such terms to low-level resource requirements which are directly understood by the infrastructure — e.g., the number and type of machines needed to execute the service as well as their characteristics. Ultimately, self-adaptable mechanisms should be used in order to ensure the quality compliance by means of reacting to both infrastructure and quality changes.

In order to address the quality assurance for service execution, we use the grid to propose a self-adaptable support for services as depicted in Figure 1. The Service Provider uses the Self-Adaptable Service Execution Manager (SASEM) to avoid that infrastructure disruptions or minor changes impact on the service provision. The self-adaptable capability of SASEM is based on Dynaco (Dynamic Adaptation for Components) [2]. The Dynaco model decomposes adaptation into four distinct components: monitor, decider, planner and executor. Dynaco uses the Grid Monitoring and Actuation system to obtain information about and control the service implementation units and their underlying resources.

To demonstrate SASEM, let us suppose that SLA negotiation is initiated between a service requester and the provider (A1). The resource-level qualities are translated to resource requirements by the Quality Translator (A2). Then the SLA Negotiator asks the monitoring system if the such resources are available (A3) and it finally agrees on a contract (A4).

\(^1\)We refer to service local adaptation ([8], p. 6).
This action is followed by the service deployment request (A5) which is treated by Dynaco by deciding to execute the service on the grid (A6). The grid then instantiates the service by using the resources r1, r2, r3 (A7) thus the service provider and requester can finally interact with each other. Let us now suppose that an event is sent to Dynaco informing that the resource r3 is faulty (B1). Based on the quality translation (B2), Dynaco decides to use the resource r5 as a replacement. Through the executor, Dynaco sends the right grid commands (B3) responsible for migrating the task from r3 to r5 (B4).

A prototype that implements SASEM is under development. The prototype relies on Web Service (WS) technologies for exposing the service implementation in order to guarantee interoperability and to allow leveraging earlier research results from the field of SLA negotiation. Moreover, the prototype relies on the XtreemOS grid operating system as the underlying grid platform. XtreemOS provides enhanced management capabilities that greatly facilitate building the Grid Monitoring and Actuation system. In terms of monitoring, XtreemOS supports extensible monitoring metrics, which can be used to implement sensors for resource-level qualities such as request throughput. In terms of actuation, XtreemOS provides powerful job management features, such as job check-pointing, restarting and migration.

IV. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Several approaches tackle the problem of dealing with resource-level qualities for services, such as [1], [13], [12]. These approaches have only dealt with one or two types of specific qualities in distinct SOA scopes. In contrast, we propose to focus on the service execution scope but ensuring further resource-level qualities. In [3], a framework design is proposed that leverages WS, Autonomic Computing and Application-Oriented Network technologies to tackle issues related to the next generation of networks; however, unlike our work, the design does not define how resource-level qualities can be guaranteed. This issue is actually discussed in [10], but their approach is not suitable for larger scale and more heterogeneous resource infrastructures. Such a context would increase the complexity of their service model and consequently compromise the benefits of their approach.

This work has addressed the quality assurance of service execution. We propose a self-adaptable support for service execution (SASEM) that is able to negotiate resource-level qualities and to automatically manage the service execution. Such resource-level qualities are translated to resource requirements and finally used to manage the service execution in the underlying infrastructure. In addition, SASEM uses the Dynaco adaptation model to perform automatic service execution management on grids. Finally, we are implementing a prototype of SASEM which uses the XtreemOS grid operating system.
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